Combining keywords

**AND**  both terms must appear

- If you search for: **sustainable AND farming**
  - sustainable water systems and farming policy
  - farming experts on sustainable land management
  - eco-friendly agricultural practices

**OR**  one or more terms must appear

- If you search for: **prison OR jail**
  - prison education programs and recidivism rates
  - legislature debates jail reforms
  - cost of jailing prisoners serving life sentences

**NOT**  the term immediately following must not appear

- If you search for: "**science fiction**" NOT film NOT movie
  - best-selling science fiction writers
  - fashion inspirations from science fiction series
  - film adaptations of classic science fiction books

**"this phrase"**  terms in quotation marks must be matched exactly

- If you search for: "**social media**"
  - identity construction in social media spaces
  - social media and teen safety
  - socially-responsible mass media

**root***  some variation on the root word must appear

- If you search for: **environm***
  - environmental stewardship
  - protested by environmentalists
  - superfund sites and their environs

⚠️ But be careful! If you search for: **env***

  - environment
  - environmentalist
  - envisioned, enviable, enveloped, envoy, envisage...